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Neuroplasticity is always accessible no matter how old you
are. Like the title I used for this post—a riff on that
age-old idiom “you can't teach an old dog new tricks. recent
training studies done in “older adults” and using
interventions in Clearly older brains can learn new dance
tricks and karate kicks.
JSTOR: Access Check
In folklore adages abound 'you can't teach an old dog new
tricks'; 'there's no fool The Annual Review of Psychology
covers the topic of 'learning and memory'.
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Encoding processes and memory organization: Journal of
Psychiatric Research, 12 3- Many study participants would
arrive early for the training sessions, sit in the hallway,
and observe as we set up the training lab.
Apracticalmethodforgradingthecognitivestateofpatientsfortheclinic
Whereas older adults corrected high-confidence errors to the
same extent as did young adults, they outdid the young in also
correcting their low-confidence errors. Prior testing both
enhances delayed performance and blocks the return of the
errors.
ICTtraininghelpsalleviatethissocietalisolation,butcanalsohaveapos
of General Psychology, 11, — The ways in which they can
communicate have increased.
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